
 WISE Confidence Interval Overlap Game 

Purpose of the Confidence Interval Applet 

Although confidence intervals (CIs) supplement the interpretation of point estimates, research 
shows that both professionals and students often misinterpret them. Specifically, many 
professionals believe that any overlap of 95% CI denotes a non-significant difference between 
means. This misinterpretation is called the “overlap fallacy” because two 95% CIs can overlap to 
a great extent and still reflect a statistically significant difference between means.  
 
The WISE CI Overlap Applet and associated guide were designed to aid learners in gaining a 
conceptual understanding of the relationship between CI overlap and levels of statistical 
significance.  We recommend that applet and guide be reviewed before taking on the game.  
 
Features of the Confidence Interval Applet 

 The user is presented with a bar chart representing two means, along with corresponding CIs 
(Region A). The orange bar can be dynamically manipulated up/down to produce varying levels 
of CI overlap. The user’s task is to set the amount of overlap between two 95% CIs (or standard 
error bars) to correspond to a given p-value (Region B). All p-values result from a two-tailed 
independent samples t–test ( n = 200) . The user can select 95% CIs or SE bars for the display by 
clicking the appropriate radio button (Region C). After each trial a score is given reflecting the 
accuracy of the estimate (Region D). At the end of five trials, a final score is presented followed 
by a motivational picture or video. A perfect score is rewarded with a special picture. To load the 
CI overlap game, click here. 

 

 

http://wise.cgu.edu/ci_overlap/
http://wise.cgu.edu/downloads/CI_Overlap_Instructions.pdf
http://wise.cgu.edu/ci_game
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